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Další tragédie v Baltimoru, Gregory Hood
unz.com/ghood/another-tragedy-in-baltimore

Sdílejte s Gabem

Jedním z příznaků, že se země rozpadá, je to,
že konzervativci zřejmě odepsali velká města.
Guvernér Texasu autobusy přepravuje migranty do New Yorku, kde
způsobují tolik problémů, že podle starosty by mohli město zničit.
San Francisco, Philadelphia a další města jsou konzervativní pointy.
Mnoho liberálů se zvláštně pyšní úpadkem, jako by to byl znak
kulturní autenticity.
Mám dojem, že konzervativcům už nezáleží na tom, co se děje s
městskými liberály, protože si sami přinesli zkázu. Liberálové se
odmítají učit, protože přiznat, že se mýlili, by znamenalo přiznat, že
máme pravdu. Konzervativce by to nemělo přestat zajímat, protože
liberálové jsou stejně obětí jako pachatelé – i když stále dělají stejné
chyby.
Snad nejtrapnější americké město je Baltimore . Město, které nám
dalo Edgara Allana Poea, HL Menckena a státní hymnu, je troska.
Je to krvácející populace po léta a její míra drogové závislosti a
kriminality prudce stoupá. Před lety televizní seriál The Wire ukázal
město jako nereformovatelné – sužované korupcí, kriminalitou a
drogami. Je zvláštní, že když to prezident Donald Trump nazval
„nechutným nepořádkem zamořeným krysami a hlodavci“, stěžoval
si tvůrce The Wire David Simon:
"Kdyby tento podvodník v prázdném obleku, který nenáviděl rasy,
musel na pět minut skutečně navštívit Západní Baltimore a setkat se
s některým z amerických občanů, kteří tam přetrvají, zmokl by se,"
řekl. "Znamená to, že kdyby prezident vystoupil ze své limuzíny a
zjistil, že je náhle rasovou menšinou, smočil by se jen na tomto
základu."
Zdálo se, že pan Simon posiluje názor prezidenta Trumpa.
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Město je na tom nyní hůře, než když byl vysílán The Wire (2002–
2008). Jedna postava, kroutí hlavou, říká, že město „jde do pekla“,
protože by mohlo dosáhnout děsivého čísla 300 vražd. Nyní
Baltimore překonal 300 vražd. Loni toto číslo překonalo v listopadu.
Baltimore je však stále významným přístavem a pravděpodobně
vždy bude nějakým městem. Jedním z jejích známějších podnikatelů
byl Pava LaPere, zakladatel společnosti EcoMap Technologies.
Vystudovala Johns Hopkins University, jednu z mála produktivních
institucí stále v Baltimoru. Forbes ji zařadil na letošní seznam 30 pod
30 pro „sociální dopad“.
Slečna LaPereová byla v závodě velmi otevřená. Na svém účtu X,
který je stále aktivní, si často stěžovala na rasismus, „dezinformace“
a zaujatost.

Good example of *how* AI models become biased

The images fed to this model for “faculty” would be mostly white ppl, bc academia is
very white
The model doesn’t have its own bias *per say*- it rather reflects society’s biases,
historical and current
Which is easier to fix? https://t.co/JiS3kvZ55p
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) May 17, 2023

https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/BlackViolence-600x373.jpg
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https://www.wbaltv.com/article/baltimore-300-homicides-2022/42040653
https://www.forbes.com/profile/pava-lapere/?sh=4ed9d3bf5ec6
https://t.co/JiS3kvZ55p
https://twitter.com/PavaLapere/status/1658788785579016197?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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This quote 👇👇👇 https://t.co/WGfbzd3Z3N

— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) February 17, 2023

Couldn't agree more – the earlier you can intervene on issues of ecosystem equity,
the less likely those problems are going to become permanently embedded in the
culture

It's awesome to see new tech clusters arise, but not if they share all the same
problems as in the past 🙅 https://t.co/IlvAuXN6Qf
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) December 5, 2021

Every article about a Black, Brown, female, low-income, or otherwise
underrepresented founder succeeding despite all of the obstacles put in their way

Should not be cause for celebration of how far we've come, but a reminder of how
far we need to go
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) October 26, 2021

I'm sorry but if your investment thesis says anything about a "dedication to investing
in underrepresented founders",

and your portfolio page is 95% white men,
kindly re-evaluate yourself
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) October 18, 2021

There is definitely not enough conversation about the Canvas debacle

Two white guys raise $50M without trying for their diversity recruiting platform, while
dozens of Black & brown founders can't get funding for the same
There is a crisis in VC and we are NOT talking about it https://t.co/utrZZqbPxk
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) September 20, 2021

This panel is fantastic – amazing insights into the importance of creating equitable
entrepreneurial communities

Our economy – and society – will be materially harmed if we do not commit to
creating more equitable funding opportunities https://t.co/OTvaF59oRh
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) July 13, 2021

One of the most thrilling cross-geography ecosystem initiatives we've come across
in our mapping work

Really game changing work being done at the @buildwithbia around supporting
Black entrepreneurs and organizations. Check them out if you haven't
https://t.co/aRGrxgHYQ8
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) June 30, 2021
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This is game changing – the funding & space needed to thrive for Baltimore Black-
owned businesses 

Thank you @fearlessbmore @DowntownBalt for recognizing & taking down
barriers. You are true stewards of Baltimore's entrepreneurial ecosystem
https://t.co/s6MvaxtN3R
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) February 3, 2021

Companies who make their team pages black and white to obscure the fact that
99% of the team is white is hilarious to me

— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) April 20, 2023

You're right – I've absolutely had an advantage because I'm white, and you do have
to work harder & that's absolutely unfair

But also, my COO & cofounder is Black dude from Baltimore. Our Head of
Engineering is Black. 30% of our team is Black, including many managers &
engineers
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) March 13, 2023

In April 2019, she gave a TED Talk on equity, claiming that the
United States “misses out on 300 billion in income and nine million
jobs from the 1.1 million jobs that do not exist because rates of
entrepreneurship are not equal between white and minority
populations.” This was an especially big problem in Baltimore, she
said, which is majority black. She said that “thankfully, within
entrepreneurial ecosystems, we don’t see too much disparate
treatment [overt discrimination based on characteristics], there aren’t
a ton of funding programs that say you can only apply if you have
low melanin and high testosterone.”
Presumably, all the racial minority-focused programs she promoted
in her own X feed don’t count. However, she said her business
aimed to eliminate “disparate impact,” because funding standards for
entrepreneurs often rule out low-income people who want to start
businesses.

https://twitter.com/fearlessbmore?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/DowntownBalt?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/s6MvaxtN3R
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/XnMjBppf3xA

She endorsed Black Lives Matter, “now and always.”
The staff of EcoMap is 50 percent female and 50 percent non-white.
In her TED talk, Miss LaPere also promoted Baltimore, including, in
a rather sad touch, mocking those who think Baltimore has a crime
problem rather than a lack of social programs.

Y'all better not sleep on Howard

Once a core artery of the city as Baltimore's main shopping district, lower Howard is
about to come back with a bang over the next 2 years
So many exciting developments in the work. Thrilled we could put the
@EcoMapTech HQ here https://t.co/FenTov7FTx
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) May 11, 2023

This is such a good summary of why I love Baltimore 

It’s absolutely a community more than a city, and you feel that difference
https://t.co/jEkQRDTz35
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) March 4, 2023

As nearly every speaker said – #Baltimore has *incredible* assets – from our
people, to our business, to our buildings

Leveraging those assets to create long-term change is the hardest part of
ecosystems
But with radical, intentional collaboration – we'll get it done
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) November 22, 2022

https://youtu.be/XnMjBppf3xA
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/smallbusiness/what-is-ecomap-technologies-all-about-pava-laperes-7-million-startup-company-in-the-wake-of-tech-ceo-tragedy/ar-AA1hkgDt#image=1
https://twitter.com/EcoMapTech?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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I’ll pay for a copy of this poster for my windows please and thank you
https://t.co/mCPKoQpuQZ

— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) August 14, 2021

Miss LaPere is no longer with us. On September 22, her body was
found on the rooftop of her apartment building with the cause of
death listed as “blunt-force trauma” and strangulation. Jason Dean
Billingsley, a 32-year-old black man, was arrested after a brief
manhunt. He’s also the suspect in an attempted murder on
September 19, in which he allegedly raped and tortured a woman
after handcuffing her boyfriend.

Jason Dean Billingsley

The boyfriend was a black man; the girl has not been identified,
presumably because it was a sex crime. Mr. Billingsly burned both
alive but they survived.
Baltimore Acting Police Commissioner Richard Worley said the
suspect knew the victims, but did not elaborate. The male victim is
angry because Mr. Billingsly stole his phone and used it to make

https://t.co/mCPKoQpuQZ
https://twitter.com/PavaLapere/status/1426589091429240833?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.amren.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/JasonDeanBillingsley-600x400.webp
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12572983/Jason-Billingsleys-arson-victim-Jonte-Gilmore-forced-watch-girlfriend-tortured-raped-doused-liquid-set-ablaze.html
https://nypost.com/2023/09/29/victim-recounts-alleged-arson-rape-attack-by-pava-lapere-suspect/
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calls. He points out that police could have used this incompetent
theft to find and catch Mr. Billingsley before he killed LaPere.
Jason Dean Billingsley appears to have done nothing but spread
suffering his entire life. In 2009, when he was 18, he pled guilty to
first-degree assault. He got probation, which he broke, and
committed second-degree assault in 2011. In 2013, he was
convicted of attempted rape and sentenced to 30 years. He was
paroled in 2022 after serving 14. He was on “supervised probation”
— which evidently did not supervise him very closely — when he
killed LaPere.
Baltimore Mayor Brandon Scott, a black man, said, “We have to
make sure that folks are held accountable in every single way
because we are tired of talking about the same people, committing
the same kind of crimes over and over and over again.”
However, Mayor Scott is a critic of policing. “We know what doesn’t
work,” he said in a 2021 interview. “We know the years when they
went out and arrested anybody who looked like you and I, who was
breathing while Black, who was outside was arrested for anything.
That didn’t make the city safer. We didn’t become a safer city.” He
blamed out-of-state guns and called for “programs.”
Mayor Scott has also paid tribute to the memory of Freddie Gray, a
25-year-old black man who died after being arrested by Baltimore
police in 2015, saying that “his name lives on.” I suppose it did, in the
sense that Baltimore rioted after Mr. Gray’s death. The officers
accused of causing his death, three of whom were black, were all
acquitted later that year. Crime has been high in the city since those
riots, but the mayor blames “systemic racism” as the “stem” of
violence.
How did Mr. Billingsley meet LaPere? According to surveillance
footage, he followed her home, though she didn’t seem to notice.
After she entered her secure building, he motioned to her through
the glass as though he had forgotten his keys. She let him in and
rode the elevator up with him. Less than an hour later, he was
leaving the building, wiping his hands.

https://www.cbsnews.com/baltimore/news/man-wanted-for-allegedly-killing-baltimore-tech-ceo-pava-lapere-had-lengthy-criminal-history/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/jason-dean-billingsley-5-fast-facts-you-need-to-know/ar-AA1hjLwQ
https://www.cbsnews.com/baltimore/news/baltimore-mayor-brandon-scott-exclusive-interview/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/six-officers-acquitted-in-freddie-gray-case-now-back-at-work
https://www.amren.com/commentary/2019/07/whats-baltimores-real-problem/
https://www.pbs.org/wnet/chasing-the-dream/2021/08/baltimore-mayor-brandon-scott-police-reform/
https://www.cnn.com/2023/09/29/us/baltimore-tech-ceo-killing-pava-lapere-friday/index.html
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At a vigil after her death, EcoMap employees wore shirts reading
“equitable, accessible, ecosystems.” EcoMap co-founder Sherrod
Davis said Miss LaPere saw a “new Baltimore, not one that was
riddled with crime and destitution, but one that was a symbol for
prosperity and innovation.” At the end of the vigil, her family and
friends reportedly let out a “collective scream.”
This death didn’t just happen, nor will outpourings of grief prevent
others. In one of her final posts, LaPere wondered why community
involvement plummeted along with old-fashioned values such as
patriotism and religion. The loss of community was a consistent
theme of hers.

All of them make sense but the plummet in community involvement is shocking to
me 

And yet at the same time people are lamenting a “loss of community”
https://t.co/nLVw3yejL1
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) May 7, 2023

If we don’t create & utilize more third places (locations to gather, meet people, be
casually social) in the next few years, we’re going to see massive implications in the
social fabric

Indeed we already have… the lack of community in the US is shocking and so
unnecessary https://t.co/YMfJTpogKd
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) March 29, 2023

Perhaps with her death, some may understand that such time-tested
principles weren’t bigotry but common sense. The reason we don’t
have “community” is because diversity kills it. People need public
safety to live and work together, and that means stopping crime, not
coddling criminals in the name of “equity.” Liberalism dynamites the
foundations of the society she was trying to build.
Miss LaPere claimed sociology showed her how the world works.

I learned more in my 1 year as a sociology major than my prior 3 years in computer
science 

Sociology teaches you how the world works. Maybe they just regret knowing that.
https://t.co/fbXxLMyaXi
— Pava LaPere (@PavaLapere) November 15, 2022

https://www.thebaltimorebanner.com/community/criminal-justice/pava-lapere-tech-ceo-baltimore-killing-vigil-6NZEYBVU3ZBGXC7CYET5GVSMWQ/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2023/09/27/pava-lapere-baltimore-killing-tech-entrepreneur/81836174-5d6e-11ee-b961-94e18b27be28_story.html
https://t.co/nLVw3yejL1
https://twitter.com/PavaLapere/status/1655259314536300544?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/YMfJTpogKd
https://twitter.com/PavaLapere/status/1641030528508755970?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.amren.com/news/2011/10/diversity_destr_2/
https://t.co/fbXxLMyaXi
https://twitter.com/PavaLapere/status/1592332967787237376?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Sociology gave her a false vision of the world. El Salvador’s Nayib
Bukele could solve Baltimore’s crime problem more effectively than
fantasies about equity. Following the advice from John Derbyshire’s
“The Talk” would have helped her more than a college education,
because she wouldn’t have fallen for a black man faking distress.
Miss LaPere would still be alive if she had only been a “racist.”
She has paid the price for decades of our rulers’ deluded thinking
about race, as well as her own. Few will learn anything. Her story is
over, but the unnecessary tragedy of Baltimore will continue.
Rest in peace.
(Republished from American Renaissance by permission of author
or representative)
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1. Female in FL says:
She learned the art of race hustling very well. Grifter had it
coming when she let the negro in the building. The other tenants
should be livid.

 She would take great pleasure ruining the life of a race realist,
bank on it.
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2. Altai3 says:
October 4, 2023 at 11:28 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

The city is worse now than when The Wire was on the air (2002–2008). One
character, shaking his head, says the city is “going to hell” because it might
reach the outrageous figure of 300 murders. Now, Baltimore surpasses 300
murders. Last year, it topped that figure by November.

What makes it better is that this was made during the period
where crime in Baltimore (And much of the US) had reached
what we now know to be it’s nadir. (Which is probably why they
did it, they conceived of the show in the afterglow of the more
violent 90s) In the context of the show the scene takes place
during a plot arc when the writers came up with an exciting
fictional and farfetched sudden explosion of gang warfare feuds
that was not considered normal even by the standards of The
Wire. (Let alone the reality of the comparatively “peaceful”
period of the early to late 2000s) And, indeed, is still farfetched
with no abnormal dramatic WW1 style meltdown of gang feuding
bringing it about but has been brought about by levels of
violence simply finding a new normal.

• Replies: @Dieter Kief
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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The model doesn’t have its own bias *per say*

Did this “highly educated business tycoon” hotshot mean “per
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LMAO.
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4. Gore 2004 says:
Pava was the typical white leftist.

White leftists like Eric Bryan Stone will never get it, they think
kissing black ass will give them street cred….

It didn’t work for Pava

https://www.facebook.com/EricBryanStone/videos/32385163365
4845

• Agree: anonymouseperson, chuck lowe
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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5. PhilMuhCrevis says:
October 4, 2023 at 1:49 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

The male victim is angry because Mr. Billingsly stole his phone and used it to
make calls. He points out that police could have used this incompetent theft to
find and catch Mr. Billingsley before he killed LaPere.

Although tragic, this statement right here is the world we live in
now, where a worthless violent NAPA that’s clearly a menace to
society and capable of anything in regards to violence, yet the
Baltimore PD isn’t interested in proactive policing with incidents
where no one dies, they’re just sitting back and waiting for these
apes to hit a judiciary home run.. The old “murder death kill” to
quote Demolition Man.

I’ve said before with these retarded White cunts, (and its usually
women) that are of this mindset that if they are just kind enough
to these things they’ll spare your life. I wonder what her final
thoughts were as this fucking maggot started caving in her
empty head, I’m sure it was something along the line of, why
me, I’m on your side.

And the setting on fire of the two that survived this piece of shit
is a another terrifying MO of this race of violent shitheads that
shows the clear need for the return of summary executions in
incidents where brutality and torture were involved, and murder
was the obvious end game.

• Agree: Angharad, But an humble craftsman, Realist, Johnny
LeBlanc, Not a Lib
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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6. Sir Launcelot Canning says:
October 4, 2023 at 2:38 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

It’s my impression that conservatives don’t care what happens to urban
liberals anymore, because they brought ruin on themselves.

Speaking for myself, it’s actually not indifference. It’s pure
schadenfreude.

Because these idiots not only brought “ruin on themselves,” they
brought ruin on all of Western Civilization.

It’s been a good week for schadenfreude:
 1. Pava Lapere

 2. Ryan Carson
 3. Josh Kruger

 And it’s only Wednesday!

• Agree: Female in FL, Realist, Johnny LeBlanc
• LOL: BrooLidd
• Replies: @Sollipsist, @Houston 1992
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
7. AceDeuce says:

October 4, 2023 at 3:20 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The more that I look through the word salad Tweets of this poor
empty- headed, brainwashed girl, the more I think they should
let this khoon out of jail to kill her former English teachers. I’ve
read stuff by HS dropouts that was written better–in both form
and content- than the tripe she spewed out.
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8. Conservatives should not stop caring, because liberals are as much victims
as perpetrators — even as they keep making the same mistakes.

That is so weak, so pathetic.

We should CARE about these lowlife scum?

No, rejoice that this bitch got killed.

• Agree: Female in FL, silviosilver
• Replies: @Truth, @Robert Dolan
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
9. Trinity says:

RIP Brooks Robinson

Go O’s!!

• Agree: AceDeuce
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

10. Female in FL says:
@AceDeuce
Notice how she was either too lazy or ignorant to put a period at
the end of a sentence.

• Agree: AceDeuce
• Replies: @El_Kabong
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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11. Sollipsist says:
October 4, 2023 at 3:42 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sir Launcelot Canning
I don’t even think “schadenfreude” covers it. Cities are
historically where basic human decency goes to die.

The bigger the city, the more its inhabitants become polarized
into de-evolved savagery and affluent bubble-dwellers, both of
which tend to be characterized by a perverse pride in their
cynicism, criminality, and disconnect from the natural world. Both
populations are inimical to not just themselves but to everyone
else, to a greater degree with the more influence the city has
upon the rest of the world. It’s a rare major city that produces
enough benefits to justify its cancerous malignity, and even that
is always a temporary condition.

So yeah, I’m happy to read that a city is failing. After a certain
point, of size or density or whatever, they should all be razed to
the ground and started anew.

• Thanks: El_Kabong
• Replies: @Realist, @Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
12. Good riddance

Thugged by Negreality

Ryan Carson, New York City activist who advocated for the very policies that
make the city unsafe, didn’t stand a chance in this encounter. Video is
censored to remove any disturbing imagery. pic.twitter.com/nq5RxRhzEO

— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) October 3, 2023

• Agree: BuelahMan, Brosi
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13. Bud Wiggins says:
October 4, 2023 at 4:03 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The WMV is buttressed by: the worship of professional athletes,
the dominance of rap/hip-hop music, a feeling, (that is
personified by this moron that was murdered) that racial equity is
only a non-reality because of “systemic racism”, and not
because of the following three characteristics of Congoids:

– Low intellect
 – Low impulse control

 – Very high levels of embedded pyschopathy

• Agree: anonymouseperson, TKK, Realist, Not a Lib
• Replies: @Gvaltar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
14. PhilMuhCrevis says:

October 4, 2023 at 4:41 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
I must have said it here a dozen times. These people do not
understand the world we’re living in with these animals. This
dude stays put when he actually witnesses this bastard
discharging a weapon into what looked like a car, and then tries
to play tough guy with a knuckle dragging mouth breather who’s
blood is already up. The only thing that is hard to fathom about
this video, unless he was out of ammo is why he let the woman
live.

• Replies: @Priss Factor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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15. Beavertales says:
October 4, 2023 at 4:57 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
The Ryan Carson knife attack video will be studied by police and
used as a training tool.

Graduates of policing are well versed in how quickly an assailant
with a knife can close the distance with another and strike a fatal
blow.

It’s why police are quick to draw and shoot when they see a
weapon, and it’s usually deemed a justified homicide. The rest of
us are held to a different standard. We aren’t allowed self
defense with the same rights. If Ryan Carson had drawn a
concealed firearm and used it, prosecutors would be reluctant to
let him off Scott free.

• Replies: @Renard
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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16. Renard says:
October 4, 2023 at 9:00 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Beavertales

We aren’t allowed self defense with the same rights. If Ryan Carson had
drawn a concealed firearm and used it, prosecutors would be reluctant to let
him off Scott free.

Are you serious? Not only would he not get off scot-free, he’d be
made an example of “white supremacy” in international
headlines. Remember that the MSM aren’t concerned with the
details.

They won’t care that it might have been self-defense. Any and
every instance of white-on-black crime is always an instant
cause célèbre. Partly because it’s so rare, but mostly because
everyone from the president on down can make so much social
and cultural hay out of it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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17. Rudy Stachel says:
October 4, 2023 at 11:57 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
I remember Baltimore 20 years ago. You could still visit the
harbor area. Today you’d be asking for trouble. Let’s face it
Philly, Chicago, NY, Atlanta, Memphis, LA, Flint, Jackson, New
Orleans, St Louis are all plagued by the Amish. Its not
Japanese, Hindus, Orthodox Jews, Bosnians, the Irish nor
Eskimos that are looting raping and killing. As for the deluded
liberal white women, they deserve what they get, along with they
beta male counterparts.

What I do not understand is why descent blacks do not condemn
these beasts.

• Troll: Ed Case
• Replies: @Gvaltar, @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
18. She is right.

No sympathy for woke-tards.

I'm seeing lots of commentary about how cruel the reactions are to her
boyfriend's death, that we should be kinder and more compassionate.

Many of you have forgotten that these are our enemies. They wanted you to
lose your job and livelihood because you refused to take an…
https://t.co/H4wUba9PSm

— Gina Bontempo (@FlorioGina) October 4, 2023

• Agree: AceDeuce
• Thanks: Mike Conrad
• Replies: @Sir Launcelot Canning
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19. Sir Launcelot Canning says:
October 5, 2023 at 12:21 pm GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
If you read the entire tweet, Ms. Bontempo says, “The calls for
peace and unity that come from the right are one of the reasons
we keep losing. ”

And yet the author tries to lecture us, “Conservatives should not
stop caring, because liberals are as much victims as
perpetrators — even as they keep making the same mistakes.”

SMDH.

I’ll have to go with Ms. Bontempo. Besides, her last name
translates into “good time,” as in “For a good time call Gina.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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20. anonymous[226] • Disclaimer says:
October 5, 2023 at 1:31 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
La Pap Smear ended up getting smeared all over the place as
the big reward for selling out her own community to convince the
primates she felt their pain. A lot of white women are like this.
It’s easier to betray your people than to defend them and protect
yourself. Says something about Wheaks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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21. Empire of Lies isn’t just at the top.

It’s at the middle and bottom.

This is no surprise. You see this in Baltimore where the city is ravaged by
black crime, yet the white liberals will blame it on republicans, Russians,
Trump or whoever the bogeyman of the day. It is why we used to burn
witches. https://t.co/BfHjd8ray9

— The Z Blog (@TheRealZBlog) October 5, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

22. anonymous[215] • Disclaimer says:
She would have destroyed the careers of a lot of White males
had she lived. It’s better for everyone if her type keeps running
into Jason Lee Billingsley wannabes.

• Agree: Pastit, William Gruff
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

23. anonymous[371] • Disclaimer says:
October 5, 2023 at 3:28 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@AceDeuce
She was a con artist who thought identity politics using the race
card would be as rewarding for her business career as using the
gender card was for getting seated ahead of White males in
school. Nothing she wrote was ever anything she believed in.
The guy who killed her should get a one-day sentence and be
sent on his way.

• Thanks: AceDeuce
• Replies: @KB5000
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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24. anonymous[271] • Disclaimer says:
@AceDeuce
Growing list of unimpressive White women like this in business.
They get their asses kissed because of their gender and so end
up with the same sense of entitlement as blaxxx. Pushed up the
ladder because she’s not a White male with a pecker.

• Agree: AceDeuce, anonymouseperson, Adolf Smith, bomag
• Replies: @AceDeuce
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25. AceDeuce says:
October 5, 2023 at 5:30 pm GMT • 23.6 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@anonymous
Amen. I didn’t click on the linked YouTube video of her TARD
talk, or whatever it was supposed to be, but I could imagine the
vocal fry and uptalk used to express her muddled, pretentious
sub-midwit thoughts, That’s what happens when girls are told
continually that they are “princesses”, even after they’re “grown
up.”

It’s sweet for a four year old girl to want to be a princess, and
have a toy crown and all that, just like for a little boy to want to
be a superhero or an astronaut at that age. But the difference
is–if the superhero boy starts thinking it’s literally true and
carries on like that as an adolescent or even post adolescent,
the world will disabuse him of his boo’schitt in no uncertain
terms, whereas a whole lot of “princesses” keep on wearing that
crown into “adulthood” these days.

Well, God rest her soul. She learned a harsh lesson.

• Agree: Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
26. Haxo Angmark says:

woke White bim burned the coal,

and paid the toll. As several commmentors noted above,

it’s been a good week for urban white cosmics

getting exterminated by their Black pets.

keep up the good work, Congoids.
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27. J Rebb says:
October 5, 2023 at 8:41 pm GMT • 20.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Ryan Carson, Josh Kruger and Pava LaPere in one week. I
know people are tempted to gloat and mock. When that happens
then the families and friends of the victims just double down and
forgive the killers and say ‘society made them do it’.

What these incidents really need to be is a wake up call to well-
meaning but misled leftists.

Under Armor is or at least used to be based in Baltimore. The
company has been accused to being woke but no where near as
much as Ms. LaPere.
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28. 

• LOL: Trinity, Female in FL, Pastit, Rurik, bomag
• Replies: @Trinity, @anonymouseperson
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29. Trinity says:
@Priss Factor
ROTFLMMFWAO. I have to make t shirts with that image and
wear one to a Republican debate or Trump rally. Now make one
with a hook nose. Haha, I could wave A Tim Scott 2024 sign.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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30. October 5, 2023 at 10:05 pm GMT • 19.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@PhilMuhCrevis
According to Gregory Hood, we should feel sympathy for white
woke-tards.

Whites, even in HBD, are so weak and wussy.

Blacks attack you, but you’re supposed to moan that BLM ended
up killing more blacks, boo hoo hoo.

 Woke whites cheer violence against you, but you’re supposed to
cry for them, boo hoo hoo.
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• Replies: @Thomm
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31. Adolf Smith says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:49 am GMT • 15.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@AceDeuce
Now,it was stated that she majored in CS for three years,the
moved to,heh,sociology. I wonder if she had met a buck,some
dumb,lazy professional negro student,and he saw he could
game her into an affair.

When she had this ugly buck on top of her maybe she felt
abused,violated and “dirty.”

 She never had a whole lot of sex drive,but these feelings of
being dirty and violated turned her on.

 So she developed a stupid,birdbrained crush for an ape.
Perhaps he told her how the ancient knowledge was stolen by
da white man. And decided she would be the savior,the Florence
Nightengale,the Happy Hooker,for these put upon but noble
Kangs.

Just one theory,I dk,but I’m glad she kept her date wiff Tyrone.
Now,can we execute Tyrone?

• Thanks: AceDeuce
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
32. Truth says:

@Priss Factor
Kill ’em ALL let GOD sort ’em out!

• Replies: @lavoisier
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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33. Trinity says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:16 am GMT • 12.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Telling a black thug head case to “just chill” while he comes at
you with a knife. Yep, works every time. Reasoning with an
attacker regardless of race or even gender only emboldens the
aggressor every single time. Yep, highly educated idiots can be
so stupid in everyday scenarios.

Oops, talking about the NYC stabbing not Bmore.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

34. Pastit says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:22 am GMT • 12.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
This woman was the epitome of blind progressivism. She
actually believed the DEI bullshit and actually supported the
fraudulent BLM, obviously overlooking the corruption that forms
its foundation. She actually believed blacks could turn around a
city they destroyed if only given a chance-more money. Her anti-
White male stance exposed the brainwashing she received in
college. Her death was predictable, as she cluelessly befriended
a negro who violently raped and killed her. A negro out of jail
due to philosophies she espoused. One down, many more to go.

• Agree: anonymouseperson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

35. Pastit says:
@Priss Factor
He got what he promoted. A useless liberal killed by his own
policies. He was apparently a hateful prick as well.
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36. Gvaltar says:
@Bud Wiggins
What is WMV?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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37. Gvaltar says:

@Rudy Stachel

descent blacks

White supremacists?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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38. Whites in blue cities may commit less crime than blacks but are

actually nuttier

At the Oregon House hearing on Sept. 29, a Muslim “transgender woman of
color” says police are to blame for drug crisis in the state, not Measure 110,
which decriminalized hard drugs. The activist is on the Measure 110 Oversight
& Accountability Council. pic.twitter.com/1sE7ltLSKt

— Andy Ngô � (@MrAndyNgo) October 5, 2023
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39. Thomm says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:55 am GMT • 12.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
I actually agree.

Woke lunatics who took great pride in their wokism getting what
they were excusing is Karmic, even if they didn’t quite deserve
to brutally die. If nothing else, better them than someone non-
woke (including a law-abiding black person).

It is a far cry from legitimately innocent victims like :

Brianna Kupfer : cute girl, no woke virtue-signaling in her social
media, murdered at her job in a furniture store {a regular, non-
woke job}), or

 Daniel Shaver : murdered by white police officers for no reasobn
who were very deliberate and calculated in their pre-meditated
decision to execute him, my making him fail a deadly game of
‘Simon says’. He held out longer than they expected, which was
making them even more frustrated.

• Agree: bomag
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40. Robertson says:
October 6, 2023 at 5:18 am GMT • 11.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Being a walking pedestrian is dangerous in cities.

We are safe driving in our cars to our jobs which have fenced-off
employee-only parking areas that the general public cant get
into. You don’t get mugged, sucker-punched, or shot on the
highway. You can get all three walking a sidewalk.

There aren’t loiterers out in suburban subdivisions with no
sidewalks to “hang out” near your house. You can pull your car
in your garage to exit it in there in case anyone followed you
home.

There is exactly one demographic that makes city living so
unsafe.

These are some of the unspoken reasons people drive 15
minutes down the interstate to get away from city living.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

41. yippie666 says:
lame article

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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42. KB5000 says:
October 6, 2023 at 5:42 am GMT • 11.4 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
The easy thing to do is laugh and gloat at this woman’s death,
first, because of her politics, and second, because if it had been
you instead of her, she’d have an excuse for the killer all ready
to go. So I understand the dislike for the victim.

But she’s a victim in more ways than one. She was likely
brought up in a school system that used psychology and
behavioral analysis to train the students like animals, to mold
their beliefs to accommodate the teachers and administrators in
the district, rather than provide her with a real education.
Behavior analysis is nothing to kid around with. Adults who’ve
used it on other adults, even with consent, have gone to prison
in some cases; but it’s used on children when their minds are
developing and when they are most vulnerable, and no one
cares.

I am on the Autism Spectrum and considered high-functioning,
but was subjected to behavioral analysis and shock treatments
from first grade all the way through middle school. I would have
done anything for a gold star, because the gold star meant that
you were allowed to have lunch, to play at recess, to use the
restroom, and most importantly, it meant you wouldn:t get a
shock or struck with a riding crop. I existed to make these
people happy, to tell them whatever they wanted to hear,
whether I agreed with it or not, or even understood it.

The treatment used on me and countless others has been used
on an entire generation, minus the shocks and threats of no
bathroom breaks. Their gold star is to hate their race, their
families, their communities, and anything the schools tell them to
hate. If they complied, they got good grades. They got accepted
to the nice schools, were given access to programs, activities,
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and nice part time jobs in the community. Over time, they
internalized the propaganda, because their brains associated
the propaganda with those nice things.

Behavioral analysis in the schools warped this woman’s mind
and caused her death. She was in a cult without knowing she
was in one. I wish her peace in the next life, and that God will
protect her, and every other person in her situation, no matter
their politics (because the politics aren’t even hers to begin with).

• Agree: lavoisier, anarchyst
• Thanks: anonymouseperson
• Replies: @TKK, @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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43. KB5000 says:

October 6, 2023 at 5:55 am GMT • 11.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anonymous
In this case, there’s reason to believe she wasn’t a grifter. She
let the man into her building without hesitation and let him on the
same elevator, despite having never seen him in the building
before.

She believed in the propaganda. She internalized it, and thought
it was real. A bullshitter she was, but not a lying bullshitter.

• Agree: bomag
• Replies: @David In TN
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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44. Tsar Nicholas says:
Diversity is the opposite of community which assumes some
shared characteristic. Diversity is one of those values pushed by
George Soros, whom Elon Musk has accused of wanting to
destroy civilisation.

Tragic this woman found out the hard way.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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45. IronForge says:
October 6, 2023 at 7:57 am GMT • 9.1 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
Guess her Year studying Sociology didn’t cover any Discourse
on Criminology or Social Pathology…

Nature, Nurture, and Culture.

Sorry to share; but on a side note, read that Maryland Public
Schools aren’t “educating” well enough…

Last month, People were complaining when 13 Baltimore
Schools Tested with “NO” – as in ZERO – Students as being
Proficient in Mathematics.

Now, as the Investigations rolled onward – they’re finding out
that in TWO HUNDRED (200, in case I typo’d) Schools, less
than FIVE PERCENT (5%, in case I typo’d – typing with a thumb
on a phone with auto-completion) Scored as being Proficient in
Mathematics…

https://foxbaltimore.com/news/project-baltimore/at-more-than-
200-maryland-schools-number-of-students-who-scored-
proficient-in-math-is-5-percent-or-less

For the Most Casual (Foreign) Observer – Maryland host
roughly 55% of the Capitol Beltway (where Political Wonks and
MICC/”Beltway Bandits” Live In/Commute To) which surround
WashingtonDC.

FYI – Baltimore is roughly an hour (40 Miles) by Car from
WashingtonDC…

A ClusterFrack of Epic Fails resulting in a Failed-State FUBAR…
Not even WashingtonDC and the “MICC Central Hub” can
sustain the Local Communities…

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=IronForge
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…Those Suburbs btwn WashingtonDC and Baltimore probably
are losing their value in Residential Real Estate (linking a
Roadway Path straight up to Phila and NYC). Guess people are
moving to the Capitol Ex-Urbs, with Private Schools/Home
Schooling…

PopProb Murica…

• Replies: @AceDeuce
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
46. Houston 1992 says:

Daily Mail
 detailed photos

 interviews with former victims
 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12577385/Tech-CEO-

Pava-LaPere-brick-three-teeth-buttons-battered-body-roof.html

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

47. Houston 1992 says:
@Sir Launcelot Canning
no Christian should wish evil onto another however exasperating
their views . Just let divine justice be done, and let the human
justice pattern the divine – and divine justice demands the
destruction of sin.
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48. Looger says:
October 6, 2023 at 8:15 am GMT • 8.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I spent 2 weeks in Baltimore. For work, not vacation. And it sure
woke the fuck out of me.

To spend real time there and NOT NOTICE?

She’s been a goner since her university brainwashing.

I learned more in my 1 year as a sociology major than my prior 3 years in
computer science

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

49. TKK says:
October 6, 2023 at 8:37 am GMT • 8.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
His sissy, female girl slaps and impotent pushes make me
physically sick.

One hard throat punch would have disabled this pavement
sewage scum. Even the repulsive female could have gone in for
a double eye sweep, ball kick or savage hair pulling.

As brutalist as it reads – let the purge continue of these white
race traitors. As my old Granny said:

You reap what you sow.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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50. Rational Racist says:
@Female in FL
As the saying go: “You live by the BBC, You die by the BBC”

• Agree: Female in FL
• Replies: @Truth
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
51. Sulu says:

I guess the good news here is that this stupid leftist bitch at least
got to cum right before she died. That’s more than most of us
get.

Sulu

• LOL: Truth
• Replies: @TKK, @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
52. S says:

@J Rebb

What these incidents really need to be is a wake up call to well-meaning but
misled leftists.

If Jonestown (the world’s first woke autonomous zone) didn’t
wake them up, probably nothing will.

These people are in a cult.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonestown

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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53. Anonymiss says:
How in the world was a man who burned two people alive out on
the streets? Wtf is going on with law enforcement there?

• Agree: bomag
• Replies: @Realist, @PhilMuhCrevis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
54. Dieter Kief says:

@Altai3
Swedish PM just announced to use helicopter-gunships in order
to fight the immigrqant gang-wars – in Swedish cities…

• Replies: @The Anti-Gnostic
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
55. TheTrumanShow says:

@PhilMuhCrevis
Agree.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
56. TheTrumanShow says:

@Female in FL
“Race hustling” “Grifter.” You nailed it, FinFL.

• Thanks: Female in FL
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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57. lavoisier says:
October 6, 2023 at 10:18 am GMT • 6.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Truth
Libtards are indeed unbelievably stupid and indifferent to reality.
And yes they play a central role in enforcing the purely evil ZOG
produced and sanctioned cultural meme that black criminality is
a myth and that blacks are victims of horrible white racism. This
lie has for sure led to far too many people being murdered at the
hands of these criminals because they have been brainwashed
into believing that blacks are no more likely to commit a crime
than your average white grandmother.

But what happened to this woman was horrible and even stupid
people don’t deserve to be murdered by psychopathic black
monsters.

Jewish supremacist lies about black criminality and white racism
has to stop and their hatred exposed.

And finally, the black community better wake up fast and realize
that their tribe’s criminal inclinations make them unwelcome to
other tribes wherever they reside.

• Agree: TheTrumanShow, anonymouseperson
• Replies: @Johnny LeBlanc, @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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58. bomag says:
@Meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
Yeah, that stands out.

Baltimore’s not getting the best. Tsk.

In this day and age, where social media lets such propaganda
be seen by millions, it is the least of efforts to keep the hand
writing neat, and the talking points superficially coherent.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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59. Bruce In Texas says:

If Miss LaPere could speak from the grave she’d find some way
to blame white folks.

• Agree: BrooLidd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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60. Arturo de Gheaube II says:
October 6, 2023 at 11:00 am GMT • 6.1 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
With the news that this young lady fell for a black man feigning
distress and allowed him into the elevator with her, I am
reminded of the terrible story of the Columbia university grad
student who did the exact same thing about ten or fifteen years
ago. She was aimes for life but at least she survived. (Will a
gentle UR trader please be so kind as to go find that story pls ?
The Columbia U. newspaper did a pretty good job of covering
the trial of that fellow NAPA Otis traveler). …/… You know one
reason the Columbia grad story hit me so hard at the time, is
that it made headlines right around the same time a public
service advert was airing on Tv with pretty big regulatory, my
fellow UR readers might recall the commercial in question : it
featured a white lady and a

 Black lady in an elevator (thank you auto-correct for capitalizing
the race of the latter for me): right before the door closes, a
Rasta-style gentleman enters the elevator car. The white lady
clutches her purse, the black lady sees her friend reacting this
way, frowns, then upon exiting the elevator after the departure of
the Rastafarian who neither raped nor robs anyone in the shirt
interval of ascent between floors, the black lady scalds her friend
for being racist, the poor white last looks like she’s about to cry
for her automatic racism, the black lady walks away angry. I
remember thinking : I wonder if the Columbia University grad
student girl recalled this commercial when the black man tapped
on the window, asking her to hold the door for him.

• Replies: @Rational Racist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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61. Goddard says:
October 6, 2023 at 11:01 am GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I can’t bring myself to hate these dimwitted, wanton black killers.
Their entire race is a misfit in white society, and the killers are
simply bigger misfits.

I truly hate people like Pava. They use blacks for leverage in an
argument against their fellow whites. Blacks are the cudgels with
which to beat whites into submission.

I live and work among blacks. I am wary of them and steer clear
of them but do not hate them. Blacks in America, for all their
dysfunction, act more in accordance with their nature than
opportunist whites who proffer absurd theories disdainful of
common sense. Occasionally, idiots such as Pava are hoisted
by their own petard, a fitting and satisfying outcome.

Blacks would do better under a Bukele. They require clear
boundaries, strict accountability, swift and harsh punishment,
and massive incarceration.

• Agree: PhilMuhCrevis
• Disagree: TKK
• Replies: @Bro43rd, @TKK
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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62. Brosi says:
October 6, 2023 at 11:03 am GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
One of the big lies here is that this coal burning bimbo was a
“Tech CEO”.

Slain Baltimore tech CEO Pava LaPere was found on her roof

She was no such thing. Even with all her vagina privilege she
couldn’t manage to complete a bachelors degree in CS. Instead
she finished with some useless grievance degree, and ends up
working for a nonprofit NGO where all the competent males
have no chance and only a negro or a woman can get the job.

Yet the media prattles on about “Tech CEO”.

• Agree: Bruce In Texas, chuck lowe
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

63. anonymous[195] • Disclaimer says:
October 6, 2023 at 11:35 am GMT • 5.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
The blood of every White victim of Black violence is on the
hands of international Jewry. This can’t happen as often as it
does if Jews in the legal field and media didn’t criminalize the
right of Whites to self-defense and didn’t glorify Wakandan rape-
fugees. Every rape, every murder, is the outcome of Jew anti-
White actions behind the scenes. It’s strange that the Jews can
lecture Whitey on his racism, but can’t acknowledge the
humanity of Palestinians.

• Agree: Bruce In Texas, anonymouseperson, Sir Launcelot
Canning
• Replies: @Looger
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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64. Fumanchu says:
October 6, 2023 at 11:36 am GMT • 5.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
When are such dolts going to stop beating their heads against
the wall? The roles really haven’t changed from, say, 200 years
ago. Freedmen = Thomas Sowell, Ben Carson, et al. House
negroes = bureaucrats in the regime, celebrities et al. Field
slaves = teens, joggers, addicts, career criminals, welfare
queens et al. And their music and twerking still mirrors savages
bobbing to the jungle beat of a drum.

Nothing has changed at all.

• Replies: @PhilMuhCrevis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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65. BrooLidd says:
October 6, 2023 at 11:39 am GMT • 5.4 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
A long time ago someone said, “We are the victims of our
phrases.” (I don’t remember who. I probably read it somewhere
as a second hand quote.)

Anyway, that’s what Pava was, a victim of her phrases.

Well, not ‘her’ phrases really, but the phrases we’re all subjected
to whenever we turn on the TV or go to the movies or read a
newspaper or attend a high school or college (or pre-K or
kindergarden or elementary school) class.

Words have magic power. They really do. Pava was
mesmerized by them.

Reading her tweets (or whatever they were) is a surreal
experience. She seemed unable to write (or presumably think) in
anything other than slogans.

Certain words, even certain pieces of words, ‘eco’ for example,
seemed to put her in a state of mental suspended animation.

Pava believed the phrases and not ‘her lying eyes.’

Blacks…

During the first half of my long life southerners understood them.
Experience had taught them.

Over the course of the second half many southerners have been
battered into the same state of unreason as northerners.
(They’ve lost their accent, too.)

It’s not just IQ. It’s everything.

Even Lincoln knew. We cannot live together.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=BrooLidd
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As someone commented the other day on this or some other
site, “The experiment is over.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

66. anonymous[122] • Disclaimer says:
October 6, 2023 at 11:46 am GMT • 5.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Houston 1992
Your idiot mindset is why Jews get away with harming the White
community the way they do. Christianity will not survive because
its foolish turn-the-other-cheek mantra is ill-suited for survival in
a jew and chimp-run America. Jews don’t turn the other cheek
and are noted predators. Maybe you haven’t noticed, but they’re
flourishing. But I guess they’re not going to heaven like you are.
Except there’s no heaven in the real world, only the grave.

• Replies: @BrooLidd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
67. eureka says:

Not a tragedy, expected outcome.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

68. Critical Thinking says:
The perceived “oppressed” don’t want to be freed from their
oppression…………..

……but rather want to trade places with their perceived
“oppressors”

and as a result it is a sociality war for that intent by the liberal
left…………never forget it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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69. Anonymous[287] • Disclaimer says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:04 pm GMT • 5.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
When I was young my dad/uncles took me to many of the so
called majestic regions of culture. Decades later I saw those
same areas and they were just unbelievably dangerous, run
down and filthy. When I lived in Europe, I worked for a think tank
and travelled the world. I’ve been in Africa, etc. Wherever they
are, it’s always the same. It doesn’t matter. Paris was once the
city of lights now it’s a sh-t hole. I use to love London and
stopped going there for the obvious reasons.

I sincerely believe that America -if it doesn’t break apart- might
evolve into a new type of civilization. One will be unofficial
official city states. The other will be where Whitey and also
Asians reside. In our era of cancel culture we can thankful sites
such as this still exist. May Unz live a hundred years.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

Subscribe to New Columns
70. Realist says:

@Sollipsist

Cities are historically where basic human decency goes to die.

That is so very true. Large cities have always been home to the
dregs.

Great points…thanks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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71. chuck lowe says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:09 pm GMT • 4.9 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
@PhilMuhCrevis
No doubt, as the relatives of Channon Christian and Christopher
Newsome read about this event, they will shake their heads and
wonder just what it will take for idiot white liberals to wake up
and see the truth.

Repeated verification = justifiable belief. It gets hot in the
summer, break out the shorts, cold in the winter, break out the
coats. There are exceptions, but in general the fuckin sky is
blue.

Some Pit Bulls are nice, but you feel far more comfortable
walking up and scratching behind the ears of a Golden
Retriever.

This is NOT a mystery. D      卐      M      ☭      CRATs could not acquire power
without the black block vote and no matter how much FOX news
wants you to believe that blacks are all of a sudden
coonservatives, they are not and if there is an effort, by the
police to regulate behavior in the hood, there will be cries of
racism and injustice.

The violence is the glue that holds the D      卐      M      ☭      CRAT party
together and wins them elections.

Genetics count. As with Pit Bulls, the atavistic, impulsive
propensity to violence is there at birth and only with very
determined training can it be overcome.

The lion’s share of blacks are born with the IQ of Sling Blade
and will barely be able to put mustard on their taters (Hopefully
they are not served cold.) as they go through life.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=chuck+lowe
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In school, they will learn that, if not for white people, they would
be running General Electric.

Baltimore has 23 high schools and not one high school has one
student that is “proficient” at math.

https://dailycaller.com/2023/02/10/not-one-student-met-grade-
level-expectations-for-math-in-23-baltimore-schools-report/

I am going to make an educated guess, that “proficient” means
you can make change from a 10 dollar bill at the counter in a
card board hat when there is a purchase of a Big Mac.

There is NO fixing this and Scott Adams is right, get the fuck
away from the sub human filth that is given carte blanche to
destroy our country by idiots like this anencephalic white woman
who got exactly what she deserved.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc
• Replies: @Rich, @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
72. Johnny LeBlanc says:

October 6, 2023 at 12:27 pm GMT • 4.6 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Purposefully ignorant White shitlibs suffering from nog
monkeyshines is absolutely hilarious. It just doesn’t get any
better than some sloped-forehead flat-nosed nigger stabbing a
bearded White lefty millennial to death. Maybe other Whites will
see this and WTFU. Stay away from nogs. Get the hell out of
nigger infested cities. Work towards re-establishing the freedom
of association stolen from us by the Jew-written so-called “Civil
Rights Act.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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73. Rich says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:35 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@chuck lowe
The main problem is it’s getting to be impossible to get away
from them. When I moved out to the suburbs over 20 years ago,
they were invisible and the ones you’d run into acted almost
White. Now, with all their affirmative action jobs and section 8
housing checks, they’ve begun following me out here. And, of
course, the crime rates have gone up. Funny thing, everyone’s
Ring camera shows the race of the perps, but only ex-city boys
like me are willing to point it out. Some of these soft-Whites are
starting to wake up, but some, like this idiot woman who let her
rapist-murderer into her house, it’s taking too long.

• Agree: chuck lowe
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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74. Looger says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:35 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anonymous

The blood of every White victim of Black violence is on the hands of
international Jewry.

Go ahead and play the blame game.

This is our responsibility because we are civilized.

Jews going to jew. Niggers going to nigger.

It’s our responsibility that our fates intertwine with the shit of
humanity at all.

It won’t be this way forever – that’s what I’m concerned about.

What’s next? How do we ditch the jew?

How do we prepare for a future of our own?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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75. Wizard of Oz says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:35 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I visited Baltimore nea4ly 40 years ago on a State Department
sponsored tour of the U and I didn’t notice anything amiss as a
resident of a big city in Australia visiting one in the US. (I think
Melbourne with more than 5 million people may have oitstripped
Baltimore which Wikipedia tells me is about half the size).
Perhaps what I didn’t see should have helped me understand
why so much on TUR seems still bewilderingly unreal. And
maybe now it has to do with the fact that I live in a house on 80
acre Yarra Park less than a mile from the centre of the
Melbourne CBD and can happily walk in the park at night
knowing that Mrlbourne’s homicide rate was about 2.2 in
100,000 when it seems still possible to exist in Baltimore which I
learn has a rate of 57 in 100,000.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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76. BrooLidd says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:36 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I wrote “Certain words, even certain pieces of words, ‘eco’ for
example, seemed to put her in a state of mental suspended
animation.”

“Mental suspended animation” isn’t quite right.

What certain phrases and pieces of words did to Pava was put
her into a state of religious exaltation.

Her enthusiasm looks very much like the being “filled with the
spirit” aspired to by some Christian groups.

Her enthusiasm is extreme. One could ridicule her by comparing
her to the women (almost always) who are “felled by the spirit” in
evangelistic meetings and fall backwards into the arms of the
evangelist’s assistants.

A kinder comparison would be with Bernini’s phantasmagorical
‘Ecstacy of Saint Theresa.’

Wokeism is a new religion, a new Gospel. Pava was one of its
most devoted adherents. One could say, one of its first martyrs.

• Replies: @JerkingCircleofEpileptics
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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77. Realist says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:36 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymiss

How in the world was a man who burned two people alive out on the streets?
Wtf is going on with law enforcement there?

It isn’t just there; it is everywhere in Western Civilization. It is
one of the acts of societal disruption designed and promoted by
those who control most countries of Western Civilization. The
purpose is to divide and conquer the population, to gain total
subjugation.

78. Johnny LeBlanc says:
October 6, 2023 at 12:36 pm GMT • 4.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@lavoisier

But what happened to this woman was horrible and even stupid people don’t
deserve to be murdered by psychopathic black monsters.

I think it is the height of comedy. Just like mudsharks being
beaten-up and killed by their pets. Play with fire and you get
burned. Live with animals and they’ll bite you. Associate with
nogs and they’ll stab you. It’s just one of life’s lessons, and it is
absolutely gratifying to see White lefty cunts murdered by their
own ignorance. Why?? Because other Whites, especially White
males, have suffered under their sanctimonious moralizing for
far too long.

• Agree: eddie the swarthy rat cellar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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79. Nat X says:
The dindoo who killed that ofay broad should be awarded a
medal. For all you online brave incels; these are the type of
dindoos you are going up against come the day of the rope…

• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
80. Rational Racist says:

@Arturo de Gheaube II
Thank you for info.

 Article with pic: https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna25068659
 I tweeted about this:

https://twitter.com/DieOnFeet/status/1710273705148871063

• Replies: @The Anti-Gnostic
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
81. Sebalto says:

Anyone who starts a sentence with “Y’all” deserves everything
that comes to them

• Agree: AceDeuce
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

82. Bro43rd says:
@Goddard
I agreed with you until the last paragraph. Why not allow
communities to have segregation? It’s practically what is done &
is done literally in Amish and Hebrew (KiryasJoel) communities.
Most people self segregate naturally and forcing it only causes
the cascade of other problems.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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83. Poupon Marx says:
@Female in FL
Far too many women prioritize “feelings” over “thinking”.
Validation is merely feeling good about yourself and fulfilling
your programming. Most females are deficient in originating new
or contradictory thoughts.

Here is a mushy, squishy song for this type:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/CyBcHUe4WeQ

84. Jeffrey A Freeman says:
We don’t care.

Let them burn.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

85. JerkingCircleofEpileptics says:
@BrooLidd
Spot on.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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86. chuck lowe says:
@Realist
D      卐      M      ☭      CRATs are elected by way of the black vote.

This is NOT a mystery.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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87. PhilMuhCrevis says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:08 pm GMT • 3.9 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Houston 1992

Just let divine justice be done

I appreciate your words, but they’re just that, words. If there
were any divinity in this world people like this would be struck
down for their deeds. Instead we let these animals out 21 years
before their sentences are up and people lose their lives for it. I
don’t think anyone for the most part relishes in the deaths of
idiots like this woman that clearly has animus against her own
race, but you really do have to recognize the irony. The fact that
these people either choose to be ignorant to the truth about their
lopsided violent crime and murder against Whites, or they simply
buy into the idea that criminal statistics are skewed due to
systemic racism and that they’re “just like us.” When the so
called “good blacks” start demanding severe mandatory
sentencing guidelines for their problem children I might be able
to get on board with the idea they’re coming around to the idea
of what has to happen for our society to heal and possibly
coexist. But until that day comes the thing Whitey needs to
understand is that these people are F’n dangerous and are
being assisted now by a political party that sees them as a
useful tool to instill fear, proven day in and day out by the joke
plea deals they’re getting more and more often coupled with no
bail, no bond releases even in circumstances of violent acts and
even homicides in some of the more progressive toilets in this
country.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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88. BrooLidd says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:12 pm GMT • 3.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anonymous
Christianity is a suicide cult. The Gospels are quite clear. Even a
child understands that when he is first exposed to the ‘turn the
other cheek / go the extra mile’ passage. I did.

One can accept Christianity. One can believe. But one mustn’t
blind himself to the implications of such passages.

It wasn’t always interpreted as such. Popes called for crusades.
Luther declared that being a soldier was compatible with being a
Christian.

What a dilemna the West faces! Abandon Christianity? Abandon
the whole vast apparatus of Western civilization?

I guess the option that first comes to mind is the Roman empire.
It had a multitude of deities, but none of its cults was suicidal. Is
that right?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
89. TKK says:

@Sulu
You are a disgusting repellent critter to post that.

Truly vile.

• Replies: @getaclue
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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90. Robert Dolan says:
@Priss Factor
Glad she’s dead.

Made my day.

Karma is real.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
91. TKK says:

October 6, 2023 at 1:18 pm GMT • 3.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@KB5000
You are far too kind.

These people know that the goodie train is unlocked if you parrot
back this DIE garbage. Follow the money always. It is our magic
decoder ring, showing us the truth of any person.

She was a conniving opportunist who was probably too wimpy to
not let the killer in her building- after he would cancel her. There
is nothing noble about her.

You are stating you were subjected to electro shock therapy as a
first grader?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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92. October 6, 2023 at 1:19 pm GMT • 3.7 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
I’m an old man now but back in the late 1950s our school
english teachers would demand, from time to time, a book report
from a book of our own choosing from the public library. My
favorite book sections were history and science fiction. One of
the books that I chose way back then was 1984. The most
profound thing to me in that entire book was that people had to
show that they were responsible and capable enough to create
and properly raise children before they were allowed to do so!!

In these United States of America no one is ever held
accountable for the monsters now preying on our decent
citizens! Two parent families are going extinct, spanking children
is now a crime! In states with restrictive gun laws the general
public is defenseless against the criminals roaming the streets.
People are mugged by the criminals in the streets and then the
victims are mugged again in the court system where plea deals
are made between lawyers!

Our jails are overflowing, there is nothing set up to keep violent
juveniles locked up, our society is crumbling because no one
dares to promote real solutions!!

Criminals kill people, and depending on the class of the victim,
jail time is sentenced!! Poor black males killing poor black
people are sentenced to 5 to 15 years in jail so black on black
crime is rampant because real punishment does not exist!!

Solutions:

In the courts mandate that the victims name the punishment that
the government administers to the criminal no matter what it is!!
That would be real justice!! If the victim wants the death penalty
the state should be bound to carry it out!! Crime will disappear!!
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Stop subsidizing bad behavior! Females can get pregnant any
time that they please but our society is then forced to support
her and her children; that is not right!! She gets pregnant on her
own; she should do everything on her own; other people should
never be bothered with her decisions!!

Although it was not lawful back then; the men in the
neighborhood would only warn boys once that there behavior
was not allowed! A thug that raped someones daughter

 or mugged old people would just disappear into the dog catchers
lime pit; problem solved forever!!

We should be dumping our human waste into the oceans
instead of the plastic!! We need real leaders not grifting con
artists!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

93. Trinity says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:21 pm GMT • 3.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Sulu
The bad news she more than likely ended up in Lucifer’s crib
with MLK, John McShame, Diane Feinstein, Bush Sr., Sheldon
Adelson, etc., etc. Meanwhile (((the most evil man ever,))) Hitler
might be up there with Mother Teresa breaking bread in
Paradise. In the End, the wolves in sheeps clothing are all
GOING DOWN. Good ole “Lucy” is a bad mutha…. shut ya
mouth. Hey fat boy, John Hagee, the Almighty knows you suck
Jew cawk for your god and your god is shekels.

“Good morning, Mr Tyler, going down?”

Cue: Love In An Elevator by Aerosmith

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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94. Rangewolf says:
The coal burner buzzed him in. Then paid the toll.

• LOL: Rational Racist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

95. David In TN says:
@KB5000
She let him in the building. This is not the first time such a
scenario has resulted in an atrocity/horror.

• Replies: @Flo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
96. Bama says:

Excuses for leftists being unaware or naive are wrong. They are
destructive and usually have an agenda behind their mission to
reconstruct.

• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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97. PhilMuhCrevis says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:30 pm GMT • 3.6 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymiss

How in the world was a man who burned two people alive out on the streets?
Wtf is going on with law enforcement there?

It’s simple, he’s a black male. Don’t be surprised if the son of a
bitch gets released with an ankle bracelet as well.

Now close your eyes and imagine that this had been some ex-
con, brute of a White male that brutalized this young black
couple, raped the girl and set them both on fire. There would
have been wall to to wall 24/7 media coverage from the moment
the story broke. The black race hustling lawyers would have
been lined up demanding hate crime charges, no bail and
federal justice system intervention.. Think the Satilla three
debacle on steroids. Seems that their lives matter quite a bit less
when the person doing the violence has the same hue to their
skin. The dead White chick, she never even made the news on
the liberal controlled networks, and nary a statue will be erected,
nor will she be remembered by anyone other than her family and
close friends, because nothing matters less in this country now
than the life of a White person.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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98. Anonymous[387] • Disclaimer says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:38 pm GMT • 3.4 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@chuck lowe

The violence is the glue that holds the D      卐      M      ☭      CRAT party together and wins
them elections.

It doesn’t matter which party wins. The GOP is as much a loyal
servant of the oligarchs as the Dems. They merely played the
‘good cop’ role to pacify and control the one-third of Americans
who hold traditional conservative values. Once in 300 years you
might get an outsider who hasn’t been groomed by the
Establishment who’s able to make an end run around the
system and win the presidency. But if you do that figure will be
targeted 24/7 by the FBI, CIA, DOJ, military, media, Hollywood,
their own party’s establishment, et al., in perpetuity.

Here’s the head of the GOP in the Senate:

Mitch McConnell Persuaded FTX CEO Sam Bankman-Fried to Donate
Millions to Anti-Trump Republicans

Frank Bergman
 October 2, 2023

Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) reportedly held secretive
meetings with Sam Bankman-Fried and persuaded the disgraced former FTX
CEO to donate millions of dollars to anti-Trump Republicans.

McConnell gave the Democrat megadonor a list of Republican candidates
who were running against President Donald Trump’s endorsements in the
2o22 elections.

The meeting was revealed by Michael Lewis, the author of The Big Short,
during an interview with “60 Minutes” on Sunday.

He appeared on the left-wing show to discuss his upcoming book “Going
Infinite.”

The book is about disgraced FTX founder Bankman-Fried.

https://slaynews.com/news/mitch-mcconnell-persuaded-ftx-ceo-sam-
bankman-fried-donate-millions-anti-trump-republicans/

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
https://slaynews.com/news/mitch-mcconnell-persuaded-ftx-ceo-sam-bankman-fried-donate-millions-anti-trump-republicans/
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Anyone who holds traditional conservative values who thinks the
GOP has any interest in defending their interests or America’s
interests is as naive as than Pava LaPere, if not more so.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
99. HT says:

The “tragedy” is that blacks were made US citizens after the
Civil War instead of being sent back to their native land. Most
are incapable of living among civilized people and no matter how
many concessions we make to help them it won’t change that.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

100. Trinity says:
Nearby the District Of Coons and Nigradelphia are not exactly
TNB free. So it is debatable if Bmore is any worse than Detoilet,
Da Lou, Nawlins, Memphis, and other negro infested shitholes.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

101. The Anti-Gnostic says:
@Dieter Kief
Those darned Swedes!
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102. AceDeuce says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:42 pm GMT • 3.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@IronForge

Last month, People were complaining when 13 Baltimore Schools Tested with
“NO” – as in ZERO – Students as being Proficient in Mathematics.

Now, as the Investigations rolled onward – they’re finding out that in TWO
HUNDRED (200, in case I typo’d) Schools, less than FIVE PERCENT (5%, in
case I typo’d – typing with a thumb on a phone with auto-completion) Scored
as being Proficient in Mathematics…

The Superintendent of Baltimore Public Schools, Dr,
Q’uantakulous Jones, PhD, responded: “What’s the big deal?
5% ain’t that bad–that’s 5 out of 10.”

/s

• LOL: Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
103. The Anti-Gnostic says:

@Rational Racist
These monsters shouldn’t even make it to the police station.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
104. Truth says:

@Rational Racist
I’m a France-24 news guy myself.
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105. Trinity says:
October 6, 2023 at 1:57 pm GMT • 3.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Bama
Their (((agenda))) often means career advancement, money,
popularity, having a book published aka John Grisham or that
backwoods Maine hillbilly, Stephen King, etc. No one really
believes that (((leftist horseshit))) because IF they did cities like
Baltimore, St. Louis, Cleveland etc., would not have lost more
than 40-50 % of their peak population numbers. In 1950 the
population of Baltimore city was around 950 thousand making it
the 5th largest city in America, even in 1970, Baltimore was
ranked only behind NYC, LA, Chicago, Philly, and Detroit.
Baltimore city and the metro could have been a great place to
live, it was at one time. Perfect location, great food, super down
to earth people, best pizza at Pizza Johns in nearby Essex, the
Colts, the O’s and even the old Bullets, steamed crabs,
crabcakes, etc. It was a big city with small-town charm. Hence
the nickname Charm City.

Cue: Lights Of Baltimore by Bobby Bare

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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106. PhilMuhCrevis says:

@Fumanchu

Nothing has changed at all.

Brilliant analogy.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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107. Anonymiss says:
@Realist
Dude, I live in the west.

And people who set fire to the populace are still put in jail.

I can only conclude American cops are uniquely useless.

• Agree: Anonymousrgc
• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
108. Hang All Text Drivers says:

Blacks will always hate white people because we’re successful
and they aren’t.

• Agree: anonymouseperson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

109. Tiptoethrutulips says:
October 6, 2023 at 2:22 pm GMT • 2.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Of course, a dig about a “rich white man” in her babble on Ignite
Baltimore speech.

So, a rich, white, man, such as her father, who paid for her
college education, is the problem? Maybe he made things a bit
too easy for her.

I’ll bet if a rich-white-man entered her building that evening
instead of a poor, oppressed, downtrodden, black man, just
yearning to be free, she would still be in Baltimore spouting off
and warning the world about the roving gangs of white boys
ruining American cities these days.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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110. Сергей Гончаров says:
Looks like Pava LaPere hypothesis was not confirmed by the
rigorous of real life experiment. So sad. Now they can try with
chimps. Gentle intelligent misunderstood animal.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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111. anarchyst says:
October 6, 2023 at 2:35 pm GMT • 2.5 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
Young White women need to have the “talk” with their parents
before they are “sentenced” to a life of degradation and misery.

 This is the topic the “talk” should entail:
 When you consort with blacks, THIS is the result in 99.99% of

cases.
 –You will get pregnant as black males will not use birth control.

Impregnating a White woman is seen as a “prize”–getting one
over on the White man.

 –Your “baby daddy” will only come around to collect the welfare
check or EBT card from you, the “baby momma”.

 –Most black males keep a “harem” of sorts, impregnating as
many “baby mommas” as they can. This results in quite a
lucrative income for the black male as he “collects” his due from
the many “baby mommas” that he has impregnated.

 –You will not be the only one. Fidelity is unknown in the black
community. It is normal for black men to “sleep around”. They
have no guilt about doing so. It’s a part of their culture.

 –Failure to come up with the money or EBT card will result in a
beating or even death for you, the “baby momma”. If a jail or
prison term is the result, parenting duties are taken over by
others. When this happens, the black man’s grandmother or the
state usually takes over parenting duties.

 –This situation is considered normal behavior and is a common
occurrence in the “vibrant black community”… In fact, a prison
sentence is looked upon as a “right of passage” by virtually
every black man. A prison sentence establishes “street cred”.

 –If you consort with blacks, look forward to being disowned and
shunned by your white family. This is important. It is vital that
you avoid blacks. Be aware that blacks will attempt to “guilt trip”
you by stating that “you won’t date me because I’m black”. Your
proper response is “that’s right, I don’t date outside my race”.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=anarchyst
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This will immediately defuse the situation and render useless the
black man’s attempt to “get a date”.

 Don’t fall for the false guilt trip. It’s not worth it.
 If, by chance you break away from the “black culture”, your half-

black offspring will make it nearly impossible to find a decent
White man. You will be considered “damaged goods” for
consorting with blacks.

 If you insist on consorting with blacks, you WILL be disowned,
shunned and disinherited by your family. YOU will have to live
with the results.

 I have had this talk with both my children and grandchildren. All
of them are happily married to good White men.

• Agree: Xander Pendable
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

112. Anonymousrgc says:
The story of LePere is typical of American feminism; a
philosophy based on the anti-christian ravings of Jewish
intellectuals who scream “We will not have this man to reign
over us.” Luke 19:14

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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113. Trinity says:
October 6, 2023 at 2:38 pm GMT • 2.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymiss
The kike POSING as a Black woman married to a White guy is
back.

She was black as the night
 Louie was whiter than white
 He took her home to meet his momma and papa

 Man they had a terrible fight

You played it for her, you can play it for me, so play it…..

Cue: Brother Louie by Stories

• Replies: @Anonymiss
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
114. Anonymous[130] • Disclaimer says:

@KB5000
Well said…..though, if she was “smart” enough to be an “
entrepreneur “, she should have had enough sense to behold
racial reality. We only get to star in this shit show once.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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115. Anonymous[130] • Disclaimer says:

@The Anti-Gnostic
Exactly. The back seat of a cop car should be a fully equipped
electric chair.
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116. Trinity says:
October 6, 2023 at 2:44 pm GMT • 2.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
I think Apelanta proper recently captured the per capita rat
capital of America.

She might have gone to New York City
 The skies are grey but the lights are pretty

 She might have gone to Baltimore
 She talked about it the night before

Cue: Truck Driver by The Archies, teehee

What next? Partridge Family? The Monkees? Hmm.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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117. Avery says:
October 6, 2023 at 2:44 pm GMT • 2.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
Matt Walsh has a good vid on this incident.

 It is really unreal to watch 2 people dressed to nines on a
deserted street, 4AM in the morning. They are clearly completely
oblivious about the surroundings: “No situational awareness”, as
they say.

I realize it is very hard to defend against a knife attack unless
one is trained and experienced in such things, but there were
stacks of trash and junk right there: couldn’t he have picked up
something to defend with, or beat the S____ out of the guy?

Very strange behaviour just walking up to a crazed guy wielding
a knife.

[How Stereotyping Can Save Your Life]
 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/o9gvV2lAWXM

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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118. eddie the swarthy rat cellar says:
Another COMEDY in Baltimore

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

119. Anonymousrgc says:
October 6, 2023 at 2:54 pm GMT • 2.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Sollipsist
America cities in the 19th century and first half of the 20th
century were places where ethno centrism caused tens of
millions to strictly observe the taboos and mores of their
ethnicity. All of these ethnic values were distrusted by the US
government which advocated an atheistic materialism. Hence
the forced mass migration in post WWII USA to the American
suburbs where the government MSM could socially engineer the
old world values of family and religion out of these white ethnics
and reduce them to alienated victims of usury and sexual
liberation.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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120. HbutnotG says:
@PhilMuhCrevis
You do know what tits really are for.

Think about that the next time you feel compelled to vote for a
woman.
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121. PhilMuhCrevis says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:11 pm GMT • 1.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑

I can only conclude American cops are uniquely useless.

Got news for ya, it ain’t the cops.. Maybe you were asleep
during the Trump years and missed the BLM and ANTIFA riots
that were pretty much allowed to go on. (mostly peaceful
protests) No one died, so they let it slide.. Thanks to defunding,
and pretty much plain old stupidity many precincts are so
undermanned, stuff like trying to locate your average everyday
psychopathic (that hasn’t killed someone yet) shithead has to
moved to the backburner. I know this because my brother is a
cop in the toilet known as Cleveland OH.

• Replies: @fnn
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
122. anonymouseperson says:

@Priss Factor
The truest words are said in jest.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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123. Anonymiss says:
@Trinity
Lol

I never went anywhere. Even with photo evidence, you are still
insisting I am Jewish.

Sounds about right from the opioidhead conspiracy theorists on
the far-right. Sandy Hook was a false flag, right?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
124. No white guilt says:

She was a typical bootlicker who got what she got for thinking
the way she did i guess the white guilt was strong in this one….

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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125. Johnny LeBlanc says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:22 pm GMT • 1.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
“Conservatives” are just as bad. Especially evangelicals. They’ll
blame lack of Jesus in the lives of nogs, high taxes, crappy
public schools and lack of school vouchers. Conservatives have
fallen for the “they’re just like us” lie, and just have different
suggestions for “solving the problem.” Conservatives practically
wet themselves over so-called conservative blacks, hoping
beyond hope such creatures can prove the “Democrats, who are
the real racists,” are wrong.

Trump was a prime example. It was he who pushed sentencing
reform for nogs, at the behest of that disgusting whore Kim
Kardashian. The funny thing is, she ended up divorcing that nog
Kayne West in the end. Sentencing reform is at the root of the
current black crime wave, and it was probably why Trump lost
some of the White vote. Trump, another false prophet for
Whites.

It would be hilarious if it wasn’t so tragic.

• Thanks: Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

126. El_Kabong says:
@Female in FL

“Notice how she was either too lazy or ignorant to put a period at the end of a
sentence.”

That has now been corrected. Permanently.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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127. getaclue says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 1.6 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Female in FL
She hated straight YT men– refused to hire them, ridiculed
them, spit on them – the truth is she met the man of her dreams
and he gave her the night of her life….

My days of giving a fooook about Leftist Neo-Bolshevik turds are
now well over, I hope she’s not burning in Hell but her type of
“Liberal” YT woman= cancer -she hates me for my skin color
and being a man – her and her ilk are enemies and nothing
more…

Her dream man raped her for an hour, strangled and beat the
living shit out of her, then hit her with a brick in the face and
knocked her teeth out – she and her ilk want that for us trad YT
men in the USA — but I’m not opening the door like she did to
let her and them in – they’ll get a much different reception….

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
128. Female in FL says:

October 6, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 1.6 hours ago   ↑
@Poupon Marx
What did I ever do to you, why torture me with that horrible
song?

 That singer sits down to pee.

• LOL: Poupon Marx
• Replies: @Poupon Marx
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129. Dr. Rock says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:30 pm GMT • 1.6 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
She deserved EXACTLY what she got, in countless ways-

1) A sociology major? She didn’t learn about crime rates by
demographic? Because even if those cucks at her college
blamed it on “poverty”, it’s still very real, obviously.

2) She was just as stupid as the low IQ mongrel that killed her,
and in many ways, stupider. Even beyond all that BS tripe she
was “taught” and believed, she was so dumb that she let a
stranger into her building. That’s just next level idiot stuff. Why
do you think your building was secure to begin with? To keep out
the Mormons trying to convert you to LDS? Nah, they’re called
“criminals”, and in super black, super poor, Baltimore, even her
dumb sociology degree should have taught her that there was a
very high likelihood of a black male being a criminal, even if she
was too brainwashed to know the real “why”.

The low IQ mongrel was smart enough to target some soft
brained pasty dumb bitch, that would let him into her building,
which must have given him a chuckle “Dumb white bitch!”, which
means he was smarter than her- a dumb bitch that doesn’t even
follow the protocols of having a secured apartment building.

3) The best possible thing that can happen for us, is that low IQ
mongrels kill as many people like her as possible, because it’s
her stripe of idiocy that has gotten us into this mess. Morons that
think like her, act like her, and do “activism” like her, are the race
traitors that are ruining this country. So, the more of these
events, the better. I keep hoping it will eventually happen to a
major celebrity, or high profile Leftist politician, and be caught on
camera, and be as gruesome as imaginable! Maybe eventually
some people will wake up and get tired of it. Maybe not, but we
can dream…

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dr.+Rock
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4) She’s a “textbook example” of EVERYTHING that is wrong in
this country. She’s the face of it, she’s the voice of it, she
represents their entire philosophy- She is the perfect paradigm!

5) For US, we should pray that something JUST LIKE THIS
happens EVERYDAY, just like we witness blacks killing whites,
every single day in this country!

No sympathy whatsoever- She got exactly, perfectly, ideally,
everything that she deserved by every measure and by every
count. This event is pure perfection!

https://anncoulter.com/2020/07/29/dont-be-a-karen-be-a-becky2/

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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130. getaclue says:

October 6, 2023 at 3:30 pm GMT • 1.6 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
She hated straight YT men– refused to hire them, ridiculed
them, spit on them – the truth is she met the man of her dreams
and he gave her the night of her life….

My days of giving a fooook about Leftist Neo-Bolshevik turds are
now well over, I hope she’s not burning in Hell but her type of
“Liberal” YT woman= cancer -she hates me for my skin color
and being a man – her and her ilk are enemies and nothing
more…

Her dream man raped her for an hour, strangled and beat the
living shit out of her, then hit her with a brick in the face and
knocked her teeth out – she and her ilk want that for us trad YT
men in the USA — but I’m not opening the door like she did to
let her and them in – they’ll get a much different reception….

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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131. Flo says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:31 pm GMT • 1.5 hours ago   ↑
@David In TN
Earlier newspaper reports said she not only buzzed him in, but
she was found bludgeoned to death in her own apartment. Now
that version has disappeared and her body has been moved to
the roof.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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132. gidoutahere says:

October 6, 2023 at 3:33 pm GMT • 1.5 hours ago   ↑
See:

The Life and Times of Fay Stender, Radical Attorney for the
Black Panthers and Disrupter of White Social Order •
Highlighted

 Karl Nemmersdorf • November 5, 2019 • 12,700 Words • 260
Comments • Reply

Same thing.

• Replies: @Sir Launcelot Canning
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
133. QCIC says:

October 6, 2023 at 3:41 pm GMT • 1.4 hours ago   ↑
@JR Foley
“I pity the fool…who thinks this problem can be fixed.”

• LOL: Trinity
• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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134. Sir Launcelot Canning says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:42 pm GMT • 1.4 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@J Rebb

What these incidents really need to be is a wake up call to well-meaning but
misled leftists.

You can’t persuade these “well-meaning” people. They will never
admit they are wrong. It was them that chose a side against us.

Under Armor is or at least used to be based in Baltimore. The company has
been accused to being woke but no where near as much as Ms. LaPere.

I don’t know about Under Armor being woke, but apparently the
North Face is :

 ” America First Legal (AFL) filed a lawsuit on behalf of
Johnathan Talbot alleging that Manoah Ainuu, a sponsored
athlete for The North Face, defamed Talbot by falsely accusing
him of making a racist comment, resulting in Talbot being
terminated from his job at Outdoor Research.”

Jonathan’s gofundme: https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-john-
talbot

This AFL seems to be doing a lot of good work. I haven’t
donated yet, but I need to.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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135. getaclue says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:43 pm GMT • 1.3 hours ago • 300
Words   ↑
@TKK
What he’s reflecting is finally the response YT men are having to
these “Liberal” Leftist kunts – you don’t like that? They’ve been
crapping on us for decades and we’re tired of it. She hated YT
men – wouldn’t hire them, ridiculed them, and spit on them –
and we’re supposed to give a fooook about her Negro “love
making” at the end? She and her ilk have destroyed the USA –
they are our enemies – we didn’t make them that they did that….

The truth is from all she said on social media etc. – she finally
met the man of her dreams and had the night of her life….

She wished ill for me because of my skin color and sex – fk her
– hope she isn’t burning in Hell but otherwise?

Liberal women = cancer – she wished evil on those who never
did her harm and she loved the type who finally brutally raped
her for an hour, beat the shit out of her, strangled her, and then
finally took a brick and knocked her teeth out — (they were
found on the ground along with her pants and shoes} – this is
what she and you want for us – I got news for you – we aren’t
opening the door to let your stinky ass in like she did – her, you
and your ilk will get a very different reception from traditional YT
men — people are waking up…So he said that bc of this,
because we’re sick of these kunts – that’s the reaction now for
them, no tears – cry for enemies who want me genocided?
Foook off!

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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136. TKK says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:47 pm GMT • 1.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Goddard
Do you believe blacks are human?

Because if you do, you are part of this catastrophe if you feel
pity for them.

Chew on this:

If any black person in the USA shows the barest, absolute
minimum level of competence and manners, they are rocketed
to the top of any arena- media, academics, law, medicine &
corporations- then aggressively protected from any criticism,
discomfort or advice.

Grants are showered on their heads like water. Plum gigs on
corporate boards are provided, with access to all those goodies.

They are protected in a bubble of wealth, privilege, access and
immunity. And this is for doing what millions of whites do
everyday….without praise…without the goodies.

If you believe blacks are human- they have been given the
largest bestowal of wealth, privilege, comfort and luxury on
any human primate that has ever lived. And they shit all
over it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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137. Trinity says:
October 6, 2023 at 3:52 pm GMT • 1.2 hours ago   ↑
@QCIC
Mudsharks? Prediction?. “Pain.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
138. QCIC says:

October 6, 2023 at 3:52 pm GMT • 1.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
I have a notion that black culture is surprisingly very feminine in
certain (bad) ways. This is obscured because many blacks are
very aggressive which is usually associated with men.

My starting point is the famous observation that “Men want to
control nature and women want to control men.” In many cases
blacks do not control nature but simply adapt to it on an ad hoc
basis. Also, the African-American culture has an excessively
strong emphasis on image, which seems more similar to the
cultural pattern for European women than men.

This may be old news, I don’t know.

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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139. Rurik says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:00 pm GMT • 1.1 hours ago • 500
Words   ↑
@lavoisier

But what happened to this woman was horrible and even stupid people don’t
deserve to be murdered by psychopathic black monsters.

the voice of decency, as usual lavoisier.

I don’t know much about this woman, except for her platitudes
about DEI and so forth.

But what if she applauded the sentences being handed out to
those guys in Georgia, one of whose only “crime” was filming a
prowler, who happened to get killed. And then he’s convicted of
murder?

Actually, he was convicted of being a white man, (racist) and
given a murderer’s sentence for it, to the cheers of leftists
everywhere.

I also share your instinctive aversion to any harm coming to the
fairer sex, but is there a point when our chivalry becomes a folly.

If a genie were to pop out of a bottle, and rather than give me
three wishes, he instead offered three options.

‘If you like, Hillary Clinton will be handed over to the people of
Libya, to do with as they please,

or not’.

I know what I’d tell the genie.

‘Victoria Nuland will be handed over to the people of Iraq, (or
Donbass, as the case may be)..

or not’.

Ditto.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rurik
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I don’t know if Gina Haspel was ever directly responsible for the
deaths of men, women and children, like the other two obviously
were.

But insofar as she presided over the torture of innocent men,
(the war on terror is a war on innocent nations and people, on
behalf of ZOG), then I wonder what I’d say, if the genie said,

‘if you like, Ms. Haspel will be given just the same treatments
that she knowingly meted out to innocent men, and no more,
and by the men whose torture she presided over.’

Actually, I know what I’d say.

I always feel bad for the kids who’re victimized both by their
parents, (and societies), SJW, wokeness insanity. And there was
a time, when I would have felt that way about Chelsea Clinton,
(for instance). And would have insisted that she’s innocent and
blameless, because she’s a child.

But if Chelsea today, wanted to wage wars based on lies, or see
white men savaged by the “judicial” system, and lynched,
‘because they’re all racists’, then at some point Chelsea, (by
now an adult) becomes accountable for her actions.

(I actually have no idea what Chelsea believes these days, but I
just use her as an example of an innocent child, vs. an
accountable adult).

My instincts for protecting the helpless and vulnerable has
always been strong, but somehow they’ve managed to put
cracks in it, and if Madonna were to get the shit beat out of her
by some orc she was dating, or if AOC were to get mugged, or if
Joy Behar was being pulled around by the hair and kicked on
the sidewalk, by some diversity in NYC or Hollywood, (perhaps
an illegal transgender black female), and a white couple saw it,
and the man instinctively pulled the female orc off of Ms. Behar,
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only to realize who he had just saved, and then said, ‘Oops,
sorry to intervene here with this celebration of diversity and
inclusion’, and then handed Ms. Behar back, and said ‘by all
means, carry on!’

Would I blame him?

• Replies: @PhilMuhCrevis
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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140. Anonymous[195] • Disclaimer says:

October 6, 2023 at 4:03 pm GMT • 1.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Rudy Stachel
Why do you care what decent blacks do?

I’m so sick and tired of racially-aware whites topping off their
statements about the nature of blacks by acquiescing to them by
saying that decent blacks are harmed by Libturd policies and
that they love Thomas Sowell.

Conservative blacks are useless to us.

• Thanks: Trinity
• Replies: @Johnny LeBlanc, @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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141. Agent76 says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:04 pm GMT • 59 minutes ago • 100
Words   ↑
MARCH 15, 2023 The Power of the Prosecutor in America:
Abuse, Misconduct, Unaccountability, and Miscarriages of
Justice

“The prosecutor has more control over life, liberty and reputation
than any other person in America.” Robert Jackson, Former U.S.
Attorney (1940)

To many people, prosecutors are viewed as the “Champion of
the People.” Americans rightly expect those given such
tremendous responsibility and incredible power will ensure that
justice is done. They shall maintain the integrity of the criminal
justice system and promote respect for the rule of law. To that
end, the American prosecutor ought to be noble and honorable,
committed to vindicating the law, and someone to whom the
notion of success isn’t simply the number of convictions
obtained at any cost.

https://www.criminallegalnews.org/news/2023/mar/15/power-
prosecutor-america-abuse-misconduct-unaccountability-and-
miscarriages-justice/

Aug 24, 2023 The Rise And Fall Of The Black Community In
The United States
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/xZHESkRTupI

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

142. CelestiaQuesta says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:06 pm GMT • 57 minutes ago • 100
Words   ↑
Karma is a BITCH named PAVA LAPERE. This despicable race
pandering whore proves WOKE bitches who base their careers
on defending black criminals at the expense of demeaning
whites is why this hag is dead.

 I wonder if any BLM race hustler leader will give her the same
martyrdom status as Burn Loot Murder/Black Loot Mob) hero’s
like Magik Negro Saint George Floyd?

Here’s my suggestion for her tombstone.

Hell hath a billion Niggaz
 Waiting To Rape and Murder Me

 Rest In Hell Paza LaPere

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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143. Sir Launcelot Canning says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:08 pm GMT • 55 minutes ago   ↑
@Poupon Marx
A big problem is this mental cancer has spread to a lot of the
American men that I know. I just want to tell them, “You have the
thought processes of a woman. Are you a man or not?”

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
144. HenryJonesJr says:

October 6, 2023 at 4:12 pm GMT • 51 minutes ago   ↑
The vast majority of blacks possess low IQs, tend towards
violence and identify with the “black” tribe. That is just a fact.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

145. Johnny LeBlanc says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:12 pm GMT • 51 minutes ago • 100
Words   ↑
Here’s an article in the WSJ about crime in D.C.

https://www.wsj.com/us-news/violent-crime-is-surging-in-d-c-
this-year-we-just-stood-there-and-screamed-380f3c69

It’s just stunning. In the entire article there is no mention of the
race of the perps. Not one. Despite the fact that 99% of the
crime problem in that city is the result of blacks. It’s just stunning
the level of denial, not just in shitlibs, but in all Whites. The level
of brainwashing is incredible.
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146. Xander Pendable says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:21 pm GMT • 42 minutes ago   ↑

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/9kBGvnNn1yk

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

147. Sir Launcelot Canning says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:22 pm GMT • 41 minutes ago   ↑
@gidoutahere
You mean (((Fay Abrahms Stender)))? That’s even more karmic
than this week’s “tragedies.”

• Replies: @Female in FL
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148. Anonymous[195] • Disclaimer says:

October 6, 2023 at 4:28 pm GMT • 35 minutes ago   ↑
@Dr. Rock
Thank you for this golden post!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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149. Poupon Marx says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:42 pm GMT • 21 minutes ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Female in FL
My deepest contrition. I supervised and commanded hundreds
of engineering personnel in my career.

 The few women who worked with me, were diligent, concrete,
solid engineers, who NEVER whined, or embarrassed
themselves with excuses and special treatment. In fact, a couple
of them told me they wanted no special treatment. Period. No
matter what. They would straighten it out. What ended up
happening is that some of the most chauvinistic men you can
imagine, helped them out and helped them in the way a man
does to his daughter.

I did have one case of a male engineer that was denigrating one
female. He was barely mediocre, and motivated obviously by a
perceived more vulnerable person that was a better worker, plus
just simply inadequate personality. I told my female engineer
that I was aware of the situation and was going to talk to the
schmuck. She implored me not to! My reply is that this is never
tolerated in my department, no matter of sex, race, etc, etc. After
a little visit in my office with the door closed, this never
happened again. In fact, they got along quite well after that.
Attribute the change in the male to identifying my edifying advice
from a father figure, freeing him from the psychological bondage
of a stupid upbringing or bad peer pressure.

People who know how to really supervise people are not too
common. Creating or augmenting an interior change in the
individual is the ultimate motivation.

On the other hand, women who worked as engineer officers
aboard ocean ships are made out of different material than the
workaday landlubber typical shambles of a shell of personality

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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that passes for “Modern Women”. I have read Christina Hof
Summers, Helen Smith, Camile Paglia, and others. I admire
Candace Owens.

I’ve had a couple of girlfriends that were executive types-one at
IBM-that told me that they would much rather work for men than
women, because men measure their performance
OBJECTIVELY, where a woman boss interjects emotion, feeling,
personal juice into their management of other women.

Any girl that grows up without a strong, real father figure, is
highly likely to NOT turn out well. To compensate for no or weak
father, the mother would have to be superhuman in the <2%
category to compensate.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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150. PhilMuhCrevis says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:44 pm GMT • 19 minutes ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Rurik

Actually, he was convicted of being a white man, (racist) and given a
murderer’s sentence for it, to the cheers of leftists everywhere.

That is the most relevant and profound explanation of that
travesty of justice I believe I’ve ever read. A more accurate
incident that should have been charged as involuntary
manslaughter I don’t believe will ever again come to pass. The
other two should have walked. But alas that isn’t the world the
White man is living in anymore. Everything up to and including
prosecutors developing the ability to read minds was thrown at
these three, and amazingly they were able to deduce that they
went to the scene with a premeditated plan to kill this career
shitstain, even though there wasn’t a shred of evidence to prove
that. And they had multiple opportunities to gun him down prior
to the finally where he essentially committed suicide by grabbing
the business end of a shotgun. Who the hell in their right mind, I
don’t give a shit what the circumstances are grabs the barrel of a
long gun and pulls it toward their abdomen? There really needs
to be a new word added to the dictionary that more accurately
describes to the depths of dumb with munts.
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151. Poupon Marx says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:48 pm GMT • 15 minutes ago   ↑
@QCIC
Blacks are built differently. Their brains are wired differently than
the other two races, in several behavioral aspects that are
manifest. When Blacks emulated Whites, in behavior and
decorum, and where church based, they were tolerable. Note
the common thread: exterior influences and boundaries.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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152. Poupon Marx says:

October 6, 2023 at 4:50 pm GMT • 13 minutes ago   ↑
@Sir Launcelot Canning
A lot of boys need to spend the equivalent of “Two Years Before
The Mast”, or live off grid in a high latitude climate, and survive
by their wits, planning, realism, and prudence.
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153. Pablo says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:50 pm GMT • 13 minutes ago • 100
Words   ↑
“Conservatives should not stop caring, because liberals are as
much victims as perpetrators — even as they keep making the
same mistakes.” Nope. Let’s make these Racist, Hate-filled
Liberals actually LIVE in the areas they claim to care about. Let
them be required to live the “dream” of “Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion”. Let’s make them practice what they preach. Just
recall when Illegals showed up at Martha’s Vineyard those
sanctimonious Liberals called in the MA National Guard to oust
those trespassing peasants. The underlying theme in all this is a
deep, bitter HATRED of Whites. And these Liberals extolling the
virtues of “Diversity, Equity and Inclusion” have the same level of
fervor as the fanatical Nazis they imitate.
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154. Brosi says:
October 6, 2023 at 4:53 pm GMT • 10 minutes ago • 100
Words   ↑
From TG:

So where’s the money going?
 

 
Last year, Baltimore city schools received a record $1.6 billion
plus an additional $799 million in COVID funds

The result? 0 students tested proficient in math in 40% of
schools. 0 students.
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The person in charge of Baltimore schools is Dr. Sonja
Santelises. She earns over $445k per year.

But wait, it gets worse…

At the top 5 schools in Baltimore, only 11% of students are
proficient in math.

The. Top. Five. Schools.

https://foxbaltimore.com/news/project-baltimore/at-13-baltimore-
city-high-schools-zero-students-tested-proficient-on-2023-state-
math-exam
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